Senior Python Lead Developer
IT Services Hungary
Job ID:
Country:
Location:
Region:
Employment Type:
Job Level:
Languages Required:
Experience Required:

104445
Hungary
Szeged
Csongrád megye
Full Time - Regular
Professional
English
5 years and more

Job Description
<br> We are looking for a senior python lead developer colleague who would join our
international development team. Our core business is in a bigger picture to navigate our
customers into the container native world based both in on-premise and on hyper-scaler cloud
solutions. <br> Working on small and medium sized projects supporting our PaaS services:
Technical leadership of a 3 colleagues in python development
Bringing the team to a new development level
Code reviews
Improve code quality
<br> Examples what we develop in python:
Configurable scriplets for PaaS
Kubernetes based pay-as-you go consumption tracking
monitoring checks, custom Prometheus exporters
Backup building block, custom exporter to show the backup status
Sample applications for building blocks

Job requirements
<br> Relevant developer mindset and experience:
7+ years work experience in software development
4+ years python development experience
Familiarity with python ecosystem and libraries
Solid in automated tests
Strong in git strategies
Understanding clean code approach
Mocking expertise
<br> Leadership skills:
Softskills to listen and drive
Willingness to influence the way of our development
Mentoring junior and experienced developers
Good communication skills
Fluent English
<br> Nice to have:

some Golang and Javascript experience
Azure, AWS, Openstack IaaS know-how
Work experience with Kubernetes, Openshift or any other containerization platform
Grafana/Prometheus or equivalent monitoring experience

IT Services Hungary
<br> IT Services Hungary is the biggest ICT employer of Hungary, the subsidiary of T-Systems
International. Our company uniquely offers the whole portfolio of ICT-services operating from
our centres in Budapest, Debrecen, Pécs and Szeged. We satisfy the needs of clients on
international scale in the fields of system integration and operation, while our services also
include all the widely used software and hardware platforms of SAP systems services as
well as distant and local server operation, network management and supervision. Our work
has been acknowledged by awards ”Investor of the Year” (2008 and 2015) and ”Employer
of the Year” (2014/2015, National Champion). Since 2014, our company has also won the
Superbrands award multiple times, while most recently IT Business gave us the title ”The Most
Successful ICT enterprise” in 2017. <br> We are looking for experienced professionals to
become part of our continuously developing and growing company!

Contact
IT Services Hungary

